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In our earlier Newsletter-16 we had touched upon the various technical inputs required for selection 

of Hangers and Supports and the engineering documents through which this information is 

conveyed. One of them is the Reference Isometric drawing. 

 

In this issue let us discuss regarding Reference Isometric drawing and its importance in the client 

technical data sheet 

 

1.Reference Isometric dwg no: 

Although it is not a subject of concern for support selection, it is better to know a little about 

isometric dwg which will be useful to understand its importance better. It can be said that without a 

piping there is no support & without a support there is no piping.  

A piping normally is of hollow cylindrical in shape carrying a specific medium from one source to the 

other source (delivery point/equipment). Thus, it connects two different equipments & transfers the 

medium under specific pressure & with temperature or at ambient temperature. {at present we are 

not discussing on cryogenic piping (medium temperature less than ZERO °C)} 

It can be explained easily like water supply piping from overhead tank at a particular location that 

carries water & delivers it to the individual flat/house at different location. 

When once it is mentioned as LOCATION- it means both equipments (inlet/outlet) need not be in the 

same x/y/z coordinates.                                                                                                                                     

An isometric dwg (iso) is nothing but a NOT TO SCALE dwg indicating the pipe routing (how it 

travels in X/Y/Z axes (directions) while transporting the medium between equipments. Each axis 

will be represented at 120° apart as shown. 

The X/Y/Z axes are explained as below. 

There are two types of axes references/representations. 

1. With “Y” axis as vertical & the rest two X&Z are considered as horizontal axes. 

2.  With”Z” axis as vertical & the rest two Y&Z are considered as horizontal axes. 

With the above two types of representations, excepting the vertical axis referred, out of the rest 

two axes, anyone may be axial & the other lateral depending on the pipe axis. On the layout ±X  

may match North/South direction & ±Z may match East/West direction. Sometimes client may 

represent X & Z axes in North, South/East west coordinates also. 



The picture shown below will clearly explain this aspect.

 
Referring to fig 1, it can be seen that when the pipe is running in –Z axis, then ±X axis will be 

lateral & ±Z axis will be axial (pipe axis). When the pipe is running in +X axis, then ±Z axis will be 

lateral & ±X axis will be axial (pipe axis). Especially in Petro chemical projects, each & every 

support is identified precisely by its global X, Y, Z co-ordinates only( it will be given as eg-

N1102078,E234576,El10500,all values in mm). In that respect any point/tapping, specialities etc 

are identified in this manner only.(this achieved by the use of software tools like PDS/PDMS etc) 

Nowadays in very big power plants also it is being followed where isometrics are extracted from 

the layout generated thru above said software tools. Let us conclude with this wrt axes as 

further details are not very much essential from the support point of view. 

We have understood about the isometric dwg along with its axes representations to some 

extent in this issue. 

       Let us discuss further about the importance of isometric reference in technical data sheet in the  

       next issue. 

        

       Please see attachment on next page.  

 

       For past newsletters please look up our website www.pipehangers.in  

 

About Pipe Hangers:  

A Global Solution to Spring Hangers and Supports  

We are the leading manufacturer of spring hangers, supports & accessories. Over the 

past 35 years we have supplied to major power plants, refineries, nuclear installations & 

process industries in India & several International projects. 
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